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The Many Faces of Performative Politics: Satires of Statesman 
Bernhard von Bülow in Wilhelmine Germany
Betto van Waarden

Unit for Media History, Department of Communication and Media, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT
While historical and contemporary thinkers have described politics as 
theater, this article moves beyond this representation of politics to 
understand how performance was central to politics around the turn 
of the twentieth century. It does so through an analysis of a large 
volume of hitherto unstudied caricatures of the German statesman 
Bernhard von Bülow. While historians usually describe satire merely in 
a complementary or illustrative manner, this article analyzes it in 
a structural manner. This analysis does not serve to understand 
Bülow personally nor his politics, but constitutes a case study that 
demonstrates broader changes in the nature of politics. The article 
argues that caricaturists used metaphors of different types of perfor-
mances, which built on tradition and played into new lifestyles, to 
reflect on how mass communication became constitutive of modern 
politics. Moreover, this metaphorical stage on which politicians per-
formed represented the platform of the mass press in politics itself.
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“‘Illusion is everything!’ says the poet. Now I have been persuading the people already for two 
years that this skeleton is alive,” states Bernhard von Bülow in a cartoon in the satirical magazine 
Ulk in 1909. The German imperial chancellor is depicted as holding up a giant skeleton, which is 
held together by a bandage representing the unstable “bloc” of political parties that supported his 
government.1 The cartoon thus reflected on how political reality was constructed, and raises the 
question of what constituted politics around the turn of the twentieth century.

The reference to illusion fits within a tradition of seeing politics as theater. It can be found in 
the works of historical thinkers and writers as varied as Plato, Shakespeare, Burke, and Foucault, 
as well as observers of the French Revolution and British Parliament.2 The novelist Heinrich 
Mann, sociologist Max Weber, and industrialist Walter Rathenau—contemporaries of Bülow— 
even concluded that theatricality was the essence of the politics of Imperial Germany.3 Modern 
scholars have similarly employed the notion of politics as theater—whether tragedy, comedy, or 
melodrama—as an analytical category in studying the history of (early) modern Europe, 
including the German Empire.4 Some argue that the close interaction between these fields has 
resulted from their similar structures: both politics and theater demand dramatic actors, abstract 
representation, audiences, and a melodramatic division between good and evil.5 Normatively, 
theatrical politics can be seen either as a regrettable replacement of a supposed former primacy 
of rationality in politics,6 or as means to “sell” politics and engage the public, which can evaluate 
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the political actors on stage.7 However, the politics-as-theater concept remains too limited, and 
still fails to capture the complexity of the broader “performance” of politics. Specifically, this 
concept focusses on the representation of politics, whereas historians should move beyond this 
representation to understand how performance was constitutive of politics itself.

A historical source type that can shed light on this complexity is satire, in which artists 
reflected on what constituted politics in their time, and which itself was an important part of the 
growing mass press around 1900.8 Here satire means the general humorous and moral reflection 
on contemporary social and political issues. Cartoons are a form of visual satire, and caricatures 
are a type of cartoons with exaggerated physical features.9 Through their reflections, satirists 
constantly interacted with politics, particularly through the publication of special issues on 
current topics. Satire flourished with the advent of universal education and the consequent 
emergence of a mass press in the late nineteenth century, notably with satiricals such as Punch 
and Tit-Bits in Britain and Le Journal Amusant and Le Rire in France,10 followed later by 
Uilenspiegel in the Netherlands—a small domestic market in which publishers still hesitated to 
invest in controversial content and expensive images.11 By contrast, in the large press market of 
Germany, 2,150 new magazines appeared between 1888 and 1900. The traditional-liberal 
Kladderadatsch grew from a circulation of 50,000 in 1890 to 85,000 by 1911, the progressive- 
liberal Simplicissimus from 15,000 in 1898 to 86,000 by 1908, and the social-democratic Wahre 
Jacob from 230,000 in 1908 to 300,000 by 1911. During this Wilhelmine Period, similar satiricals 
such as Fliegende Blätter, Jugend, and Ulk (a supplement of Berliner Tageblatt) reached 20,000, 
70,000, and 70,000 readers, respectively. Given these high circulations, the satiricals presumably 
played a greater role in shaping and representing German attitudes than most written period-
icals, colportage novels, and even the widely popular picture postcards.12 This popularity of 
satire partly resulted from the lack of alternative means for dissent in the authoritarian German 
political system, in which the elected parliament held no power to dismiss the cabinet and 
critical journalists could be censored.13 It shows that Germans were politicized rather than 
deferential to authority as scholars traditionally believed.14 This absence of means for political 
opposition also partially explains why German caricatures were more critical of politics than 
British caricatures.15 Another reason for the popularity of satire was that technological innova-
tions and increasingly artistic caricaturists transformed the genre, and that while caricature now 
had to compete with photography, it had the advantage that it was not dependent on reality and 
could employ greater creativity.16

Scholarship on satire remains diffuse,17 and historians generally use caricatures as an 
additional, illustrative, source rather than studying this type of source systematically in itself 
to uncover its own dynamics and logics.18 However, important here is that satire rendered 
political leaders, and politics more generally, increasingly visible to the public. Scholars 
argue that, following satirists’ earlier use of emblems and allegories, this personalization 
process started in the seventeenth-century Netherlands, continued in eighteenth-century 
Britain, subsequently spread to other parts of Europe, and gained a greater scale in the 
nineteenth century. While initially cartoons generally exempted monarchs—focusing 
instead on national politicians such as William Gladstone and Benjamin Disraeli in the 
UK—they were principal targets by 1900.19 Consequently, a “transnational public satirical 
sphere” emerged already in the early twentieth century in which contemporaries—later 
followed by scholars—published collections and analyses of caricatures of monarchs such as 
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Wilhelm II, Edward VII, and Leopold II.20 Less studied are satires of Wilhelm II’s 
Chancellor Bülow,21 whose politics were seen as particularly “theatrical”22—and thus 
attractive to caricaturists.

However, these Bülow satires reveal more about what constituted everyday politics 
around 1900 than caricatures of monarchical pomp. Moreover, investigating these satires 
does not in the first place serve to understand Bülow personally, nor his specific impact on 
German politics, but rather constitutes an insightful case study to discover the broader 
structural forces that affected politicians in his time. Based on an analysis of such satires of 
Bülow, this article will argue that caricaturists used metaphors of different types of perfor-
mances, which both built on tradition and played into new lifestyles, to reflect on how mass 
communication became constitutive of modern politics. Moreover, this metaphorical stage 
on which politicians performed represented the platform of the mass press in politics itself. 
The politics-as-performance metaphor was negotiated between politicians’ behavior, jour-
nalists playing into popular culture, and the public appropriating and recommunicating this 
trope.

Bülow and the Satirical Press

Bülow was a career diplomat who served as secretary of state for foreign affairs from 1897 until 
1900, when he became Germany’s fourth imperial chancellor after Otto von Bismarck, Leo von 
Caprivi, and Chlodwig zu Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst. While during Bülow’s time in office he 
struggled in the public perception to fill the shoes of Bismarck, who had attained mythical status 
as founder of the German Empire after the young Wilhelm II deposed him for fear of being 
overshadowed, he later came to be seen as the most politically influential chancellor of the 
Wilhelmine Period (1890–1914). Bülow vigorously pursued a new policy of Weltpolitik: 
Germany was to become a mature industrial and imperial nation-state that could compete 
with the Great Powers—notably the British Empire—on the global stage. Bülow was relatively 
free to make such policy, as he was appointed by the emperor rather than responsible to 
parliament, which despite the introduction of universal male suffrage in 1871 exercised little 
power. This system meant that Bülow’s position depended on Wilhelm II’s favor, which he 
curried skillfully. However, after failing to protect Wilhelm II from the domestic and interna-
tional backlash against a controversial interview with the emperor published in the Daily 
Telegraph, Bülow lost this favor and consequently his position.23

During Bülow’s many years as secretary of state and chancellor, he became a favorite target of 
the proliferating transnational satirical press. Bülow carefully monitored these magazines, even 
instructing German embassies abroad to send all foreign cartoons of him to the Foreign Office, 
and he kept a collection of caricatures about himself 24—a habit mocked in those same 
caricatures.25 He repeatedly stated that he enjoyed the caricatures, and he was touched by 
a poem in his honor at the end of his career in the Kladderadatsch—the sub-editors of which he 
had been friends with. However, while Bülow prided himself on having a thick skin—notably in 
comparison to his successor Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann Hollweg—contemporaries 
complained that he was hypersensitive to the press.26

This sensitivity translated into both formal and informal interventions in the satirical 
press. The nineteenth century was marked by a struggle over freedom of the press, and 
authorities particularly feared images including cartoons. While this freedom was estab-
lished early in Britain and the United States, as well as the Nordic countries—notably 
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Sweden and Norway—press restrictions remained longer in central and southern European 
states, including Germany, Italy, Spain, and Portugal.27 German state censorship consisted 
of a combination of observation, warnings, refusing journalists entry, removing journalists’ 
status, and criminal prosecution.28 The 1848–1849 Revolution temporarily bolstered press 
freedoms, but was followed by a shift from pre-publication to post-publication censorship, 
and a renewed repression of newspapers by Bismarck in the 1860s. The Imperial Press Law 
of 1874 included further protections for the press, but did not prevent ongoing press 
prosecutions. Notably, Bismarck waged his “culture struggle” against the Catholic press 
and his battle against social democratic publications through the Anti-Socialist Laws in the 
1870s and 1880s. Lèse-majesté laws enabled the active suppression of anti-monarchist 
publications into the 1900s and led to the imprisonment of well-known journalists such 
as Ludwig Thoma and Maximilian Harden.29 Given this broad interpretation and imple-
mentation of the laws by the authorities, German caricaturists—who often used symbolism 
and allegory to avoid censorship—experienced anxiety and suffered severely from prosecu-
tion, even putting their lives on the line.30

Bülow himself claimed that he opposed press censorship, and appealed to the press’s own 
sense of responsibility.31 Yet in practice, Bülow often censored—or attempted to censor— 
particular press content.32 However, it was increasingly difficult to control the expanding 
mass press at the end of the nineteenth century. Court cases against publicists who had 
damaged the images of Bülow and Wilhelm II functioned counterproductively in that they 
only generated more publicity for these publicists and their offensive content, which 
especially Bülow was eager to avoid.33

The Historical Tradition of Public Performance

Satires of Bülow frequently played into longer histories of performing in front of audiences. 
They built on traditions ranging from ancient comedy and tragedy to early modern circus 
and theater. While former politics involved communication primarily targeted at elites, 
these cartoons suggested that Bülow’s politics now constituted a form of mass communica-
tion. Their use of historical forms of public performances both illustrated this characteristic 
of politics and placed it within a broader time perspective.

The historical notions of “comedy” and “drama” were used in satire both descriptively to 
depict politics, and reflexively to show Bülow’s own understanding of the comical or 
dramatic nature of politics. For instance, Lustige Blätter, a quality Berlin weekly that had 
earlier been a supplement of Berliner Börsen-Courier and printed many color pages, showed 
Bülow with his characteristic rounded physical features, mustache, and “superficial” smile 
on the side of a stage facing a politician dressed up as a lion, starring in “A Liberal Winter 
Night’s Dream”—a “hilarious comedy” based on Shakespeare.34 Simplicissimus, as 
a Munich publication catering to a Bavarian audience that was less culturally hierarchical 
than that in the capital (though it did support Germany’s ascendance to international 
power35), had a reputation for audacity and went a step further. It used a similar descriptive 
format, but also inserted satire itself into the story and suggested a reversal of roles. Below 
a Bülow dressed as a clown, it wrote that “the satirical magazines make politics, and the 
politicians make jokes.”36 The reflective dimension was added in satires that depicted Bülow 
as noting the comedy of (mediated) politics himself. In an imaginary dialogue (presumably 
alluding to a famous quote of Karl Marx), the Russian Foreign Minister Mikhail Muravyov 
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referred to politics as a “drama,” to which Bülow responded that it was “rather a comedy.”37 

Moreover, the Jewish-democratic Ulk, which the major publisher Rudolf Mosse established 
as a Northern counterpart to the Southern Fliegende Blätter in 1872, included a fictional 
poem in which the German statesman called journalism “a comedy,” “in contrast to 
diplomacy, which sometimes ends tragically.”38 The historical tropes of comedy and 
drama thus served to depict Bülow’s politics, as well as his own reflection on how these 
forms of performance represented contemporary politics. For these tropes to work, the 
caricaturists relied on their readership’s Bildung—the general humanistic education that 
included a study of the Greek classics, which became widespread both in Germany and 
elsewhere with the expansion of public education.

The performance trope also manifested itself in other traditional forms, such as the 
circus. An example was a 1907 cartoon in Der Wahre Jacob, the largest social-democratic 
satirical journal in Germany characterized by its political content, in which color illustra-
tions including caricatures featured prominently as part of its critiques. As in similar 
socialist satiricals that were established across Europe in the late nineteenth century,39 

such critiques attacked the existing bourgeois political order from the outside rather than 
mocking politics jestingly for an audience of establishment insiders as liberal journals did. 
In the cartoon titled “To the Opening of the Imperial Circus,” Der Wahre Jacob showed 
Bülow riding around a rink while standing on three horses that represented the conserva-
tives, national liberals, and free thinkers. The caption warned that it was “a difficult 
performance.” Striking is the large crowd of spectators in the background, thus reinforcing 
the idea that Bülow had to carefully orchestrate his politics in the public eye.40 Of course, 
the inclusion of this crowd was natural given that the circus was a public event. However, 
this depiction merely underlines the point: the caricaturist could have depicted Bülow in 
any other setting, but by choosing the circus—with its spectators—he implicitly suggested 
that Bülow performed his politics in front of a large audience. Kikeriki, a Viennese satirical 
that had been liberal initially but turned antisemitic in the 1880s, published a similar 
cartoon in the same year. It depicted Wilhelm II holding the leash of a horse on which 
Germania, the mythical lady who embodied the German Empire, rode around the rink and 
would jump over the “colonial politics” hurdle that Bülow was holding—again in front of 
a large audience.41 Thus, in addition to the national politics depicted in the previous 
cartoon, this depiction also applied the performance metaphor to the broader sphere of 
colonial politics. Striking was the combined use of the mythical Germania and the concrete 
figures of Wilhelm II and Bülow, which illustrates the general shift from fictional to real-life 
embodiments of politics in visual culture over time.

Music was another age-old performance that caricaturists employed to signify the 
publicness of Bülow’s politics. At the dawn of the twentieth century, Jugend, a Bavarian 
art and literary journal that constituted the basis for the term Jugendstil42 but that also 
included satire, used this trope to show how politics was now a performance on a world 
stage, here also enacted by a mix of abstract national representations and specific 
leaders. Depicting the intervention of a coalition of world powers in the Chinese 
Boxer Rebellion, the cartoon showed “Uncle Sam” and symbolic figures embodying 
Japan and Russia, led by Bülow and the British Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain 
to play a Straussian waltz to march into China.43 This musical performance trope 
subsequently reached a more international audience, as a British publication translated 
and republished the cartoon under the banner “History of the Month in Caricature.”44 
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While a later article in the London Times noted that, internationally, few people read 
German newspapers and that British papers reporting on Bülow’s speeches increased his 
audience “a hundredfold,”45 the same applied to cartoons: depictions of Bülow “per-
forming” politics had a greater reach when republished in the press of the vast British 
Empire.

The final “traditional” form of performance that caricaturists used to portray Bülow’s 
politics was the well-known theater trope. It was a theme that the notorious German 
journalist Maximilian Harden used repeatedly to criticize Wilhelm II,46 but was employed 
similarly against his chancellor.47 The Viennese weekly Floh even published a special 
“theater issue,” which featured Bülow walking on his head.48 Simplicissimus also depicted 
Bülow walking upside down on a stage at a fair, while being advertised as “the German 
glory” of the past twenty years that spectators could come and see. For ten pennies, 
visitors could receive pink glasses that would make the theatrical spectacle appear even 
prettier.49 The caricaturists thus clearly played into the broader public’s familiarity with 
theater, and used it to bring politics—which had traditionally been a distant elite affair— 
closer to the people. Bülow as a theater performer became a tangible entity that the artists 
used to bring complex politics to the masses. Using a fair as the background for such 
theater, moreover, these artists played into the new popularity of this traveling venue 
among the public. By offering shows that combined entertainment, popular science, and 
novel technologies, as well as an increasing number of (steam-powered) mechanized 
rides, fairs attracted large audiences across Europe in the second half of the nineteenth 
century.50

In 1907, Kladderadatsch, Simplicissimus’s Prussian counterpart that had already been estab-
lished in 1848 and advocated moderate National Liberalism, finally went a step further. It 
suggested that Bülow’s politics were not merely theatrical, but that this theatricality negatively 
affected the Kaiser’s politics. Under the title “Stage and Politics,” its cartoon noted that since 
political meaning was given to the selection of theater pieces the Kaiser visited, the palace now 
informed the public of this selection through a flag. However, it indicated that a piece relating to 
Bülow was received with discomfort, thus suggesting that the chancellor had a negative impact 
on the political decisions of his imperial master.51 Given the nature of theater—acting out a role 
and providing a public with an imagined reality—this traditional form of performance lent itself 
particularly well to satirists accusing a political actor like Bülow of disingenuous political 
behavior and masking societal problems.

However, these historical forms of performance were not depicted in a merely traditional 
manner, but already incorporated elements of the new mediated reality of the turn of the 
twentieth century. For example, playing into Richard Strauss’s Salome opera with its 
morally shocking “Dance of the Seven Veils,” which had premiered in 1905 and had first 
appeared in film in 1908, Der Wahre Jacob featured Bülow as a dancer. He performed 
a sword dance in front of the Kaiser dressed as a sultan—recognizable only by his 
characteristic pointy mustache and scepter—and three musicians embodying the liberal, 
conservative, and centrist factions in the Reichstag. Bülow navigated skillfully not only 
between swords representing different political positions and interests, but also those 
representing (press) “interviews.”52 The cartoon suggested that politics was performed no 
longer just before the immediate audience, but in front of a broader audience of newspaper 
readers. While such cartoons thus repeatedly employed metaphors of historical forms of 
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performance that people had been used to, such as comedy, tragedy, the circus, music, and 
the theater, they gradually also incorporated contemporary elements to show how mass 
communication was an essential element of Bülow’s politics around 1900.

Performing in Modern Arenas

Cartoons of Bülow blended tradition and modernity in their appeal to the personal life 
experiences of the broader public. On the one hand, they played into the described historical 
forms of performance such as the theater and circus, which due to increasing disposable 
incomes and leisure time became available to the masses over the course of the nineteenth 
century. On the other hand, the cartoons incorporated new social developments such as 
parliamentarism, sports, and celebrity culture, which the cartoons partially (re)shaped in 
the process. What distinguished this category from the former was a competitive element, in 
which Bülow’s political performance was always featured in relation to those of others.

Parliament is “one of the indispensable political dramatis personae,”53 and while in 
Bülow’s time this still applied more to the British than the German parliament, the latter 
also gained increasing prominence in contemporary newspapers and satires. Parliament 
thus became one of the politically most relevant public stages on which caricaturists 
depicted Bülow. In 1905, Lustige Blätter joked that the Reichstag had been converted into 
a cabaret theater and that the chancellor was the “most serious representative of the German 
cabaret art.”54 The “Reichstag Theater” concept proved a recurring theme in which to place 
Bülow, not just in relation to domestic but also colonial matters.55 Within this theme, Bülow 
even transcended partisan divides. In a 1907 satirical poem on “Bülow in the Reichstag,” 
Der Tag—the first daily newspaper in Germany regularly featuring press photos that the 
powerful Scherl publishing house founded in 1900—quipped that friend and foe both had to 
acknowledge that Bülow was simply a great speaker, and that he performed well on the 
“podium” with his “flute.”56 Within the German political system in which the chancellor 
was appointed by the emperor, Bülow did not represent a political party, but the satire 
suggested in a general manner that political performance stood above partisanship. It gave 
the impression that what mattered for a political figure around 1900 was the ability to reach 
a broader audience, and that the parliamentary platform constituted the new “theater” 
through which this could be done. This notion of a novel style of politics was reinforced by 
Simplicissimus. Established in 1896 and run by young editors and cartoonists who used an 
innovative journalistic approach focused on images, this magazine itself embodied 
modernity.57 In 1908, it published a satire in which it described Bülow as dancing rather 
than making a speech in the Reichstag, and how this made a great impression on his 
audience. At the end, it commented that it was Bülow’s achievement “that he founded and 
performs a type of politics that really let’s itself be danced.”58 The magazine thus suggested 
that Bülow had transformed politics into a performative, theatrical phenomenon.

The type of parliamentary performance that worked best in terms of reaching an 
audience, however, was a “duel” between two political heavy hitters. In particular, 
Bülow’s verbal exchanges with the social democratic leader August Bebel became 
a favorite theme in satires. Conflict functioned well according to the new (mass) media 
logic that satirists eagerly adopted. They hinted that figures like Bülow and Bebel had 
internalized this logic themselves when they joked that the politicians would perform yet 
another “eagerly awaited” “speech duel” that the two had “rehearsed and staged.”59 Satires 
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thus used the increasingly well-known parliament at this time as a primary venue on which 
to stage the performance of politics—even that of the chancellor who was technically 
responsible to the Kaiser rather than to parliament. In fact, the theatricality of the situation 
was heightened by the fact that an unelected chancellor debated the elected leader of the 
political party that consistently won the popular vote (though not the most seats) through-
out the 1890s and 1900s—who thus in a truly democratic system would have been the 
chancellor himself.60 In such depictions, caricaturists both reflected and reinforced 
a growing parliamentary culture.

A culture with a less obvious political relevance than parliamentarism was sports. Sports had 
historical roots, but gained new prominence internationally around 1900. Within the broader 
context of a developing culture of “performance,”61 in the sense of (often competitive) achieve-
ment, satirists played into the popular sub field of “athletic performance” to appeal to a mass 
readership. Fitting within the trend of Germany adopting British (notably elite) sports,62 a 
cartoon in Der Wahre Jacob of 1904 showed Bülow—besides as a parliamentary speaker—as 
a car racer, horse jockey, and boat racer.63 This depiction also placed Bülow within a new “arena 
of encounter”: sports created venues for old and new elites to meet, both nationally and 
internationally. In this arena, there was a general shift from the “leisure” of the old aristocracy 
to the “pleasure-seeking” of the nouveau riche.64 Within the sports theme, caricaturists also 
further capitalized on the popularity of the two-person contest. The Bülow-Bebel brawl was 
“taken out of” the parliamentary arena and into the wrestling arena. The sense that such an 
athletic performance was new was reinforced in a Kladderadatsch cartoon in 1907, which noted 
that “the era of wrestling has begun” under a depiction of Bülow knocking Bebel to the floor in 
front of a large audience.65 This trope of the man-to-man contest was used to both explain, and 
make attractive, (international) politics. A noteworthy example were the boxing cartoons 
involving Bülow and the British Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain, as well as a host of 
other political adversaries, in different international satirical magazines in 1902.66 Cartoons of 
physical fights included journalists such as Harden, and thereby reflected on how the interaction 
between media and politics constituted another form of public performance that was played out 
in front of the mass public.67

A different form of popular sports performance that satirists exploited in their com-
mentary on Bülow was the horse race. Already in 1897, three years before Bülow assumed 
the chancellorship, a cartoon joked that he was in pole position for the office. It described 
the choice for a new chancellor in terms of a derby in which spectators could bet on 
different contenders, and included a list of odds on the gambling market. However, it 
cautioned that it was still too early to tell, as much could still happen.68 The cartoon 
suggests two points. First, politics was a constant “public contest” between different 
political contenders. Second, the attraction of portraying politics in athletic terms familiar 
to a public that now engaged in sports itself was so strong that satirists even applied it to 
the chancellorship. Yet even though the appointed chancellorship constituted a “contest” 
for the Kaiser’s favor, it differed qualitatively from an elected position in which votes 
could be tallied in a virtual “horse race.” Over a decade later, a similar satire also 
described German politics as a derby, the main prize of which was 100,000 marks and 
a “furnished chancellor residence.” It noted that “the favorite Bülow led” on the first day 
and that the public’s interest had “visibly” abated by the second of the four days.69 This 
last detail provides an initial glimpse at the receiving side of the story: that of the 
audience. The public’s loss of interest resulting from Bülow’s clear lead suggests that 
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the public’s attention span was limited and that the performance of politics should be 
spectacular enough to secure this attention. Moreover, it implies that the increasingly 
performative nature of politics possibly aggravated the problem of limited attention spans 
by flooding the public with an overabundance of political show.70 Until the late nine-
teenth century, the pace of people’s lives had been comparatively slow. Yet now they 
began to experience a world full of industrial activity and mass urban culture,71 which 
they read about, often in multiple editions per day, in mass newspapers. These news-
papers used a new journalistic style defined by catchy headlines and images and that 
blended politics, sports, and other forms of sensation72—all of which demanded their 
attention.

A final form of sports performance that satirists applied to Bülow’s politics were team sports, 
which showed the dynamics between different political players. In June 1909, Simplicissimus 
depicted German national politics as a football game between Bülow and his “bloc team” on one 
side and the “reactionary team” on the other, thereby visualizing tax politics.73 Its rival liberal 
magazine Kladderadatsch in the same week published a cartoon of “The Worldball Game” that 
was “similar to football.” The “colossally experienced” British team, led by Edward VII, took on 
the German team that was “in best shape” and included Bülow and the Kaiser.74 The team sports 
metaphor thus also worked on an international level, and effectively captured the dynamics of 
the colonial race in which a quickly expanding Germany began to challenge traditional British 
imperial power. These football caricatures brought the performance metaphor even closer to 
contemporary popular culture, and the depictions of teams rather than individuals gave them 
a stronger collective and thereby “nationalist” feel than the other depictions of Bülow as 
a performer. Overall, satires showed how sports had become part of everyday life in 
Wilhelmine society. It was a logical consequence that Bülow himself tried to play into that 
culture, and that caricaturists used it to portray his alleged style of performative politics. As 
Kladderadatsch, in a satire on how everything was about sports now, wrote: “even Bernhard 
[von Bülow] is learning how to fly.”75

In addition to parliamentarism and sports, a third type of “modern” performance that 
caricaturists employed to reflect on Bülow and his new style of politics was celebrity culture. 
This celebrity culture flourished around 1900 due to the emerging mass press, which enabled the 
widespread diffusion of the names and images of public personae.76 These public personae were 
not “real,” but the “masks” or “roles” that individuals such as Bülow portrayed to the outside 
world. Being a celebrity meant acting out this role in public life and in the contemporary press, 
a process that was reinforced by satires that literally branded Bülow and others as “celebrities.” 
In 1907, the Berlin-based Dorfbarbier (established in 1880) featured a cartoon of a “Carnival 
Procession of the Celebrities,” which included a clownlike “Bülow the strong one.”77 Even 
though the cartoon clearly ridiculed Bülow, its characterization of him as a “celebrity” never-
theless reinforced his celebrity status and the notion that Bülow was someone who acted out 
a public role. This political celebrity culture blended with entertainment celebrity. The (then) 
weekly satirical journal Nebelspalter, which aspired to be the Swiss version of the British Punch, 
portrayed Bülow offering the “cigar” of Alsace-Lorraine to the French actress Sarah Bernhardt, 
with the caption: “Who knows! Bismarck had himself photographed with Paulina Lucca, 
perhaps we will still witness both Bernhards on a [photographic] plate....”78 The focus in this 
cartoon was not celebrity culture, but an ongoing German-French territorial dispute, yet— 
similar to the former cartoon—it simultaneously strengthened the notion that Bülow was 
a “superficial” celebrity whose politics were more about performance than policy.
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In all, important social domains in the rapidly “modernizing” societies of Western 
Europe around 1900 were parliament, which had an inherent political relevance, as well 
as sports and celebrity. As such, they were arenas that provided useful metaphors, which 
satirists could use to reflect on, and criticize, a political figure like Bülow. The press itself 
partially (re)constructed these domains, and even created a self-reinforcing dynamic: the 
more that satirists shaped and emphasized new cultures, the more popular these cultures 
became, and thus the more attractive the cultures became as contexts within which to stage 
their critiques of political figures. In contrast to the traditional forms of performance such as 
theater and the circus, these new arenas were marked by competition, in which parliamen-
tary or athletic success or celebrity status came at the expense of others. These cultural 
environments in which Bülow functioned already suggest that it was the societal structure in 
which he operated rather than merely his own nature that defined his politics as being 
a “performance.”

Puppet or Puppet Master?

“The perfect embodiment of Wilhelmine theatrical politics was Wilhelm’s third chancellor, 
Bernhard von Bülow,” argues Ann Allen. Kladderadatsch and Simplicissimus satirists 
depicted the mythical Bismarckian era as a time of “real politics” conducted by “real 
politicians,” in contrast to Bismarck’s “inauthentic” successors—principally Bülow who 
knew how to fake Bismarckian greatness but never lived up to its standards in reality.79 

Yet cartoons on Bülow simultaneously showed politics as a performance involving different 
actors, notably in the form of puppet theaters, which raises the question whether Bülow had 
much agency in performing politics or was merely an interchangeable cog in a wheel. Jost 
Rebentisch already notes that caricatures portrayed all chancellors after Bismarck as mere 
puppets,80 but he only uses this description to highlight their relation to the emperor. 
However, the puppet metaphor also shows the changing nature of the structural field of 
performative politics in which chancellors after Bismarck had to operate.81

On the one hand, cartoons depicted contemporary politics as a collection of puppets who 
all acted out a specific role, which suggested that political figures were part of a larger 
“show” and were interchangeable. In Lustige Blätter’s “Christmas Puppet Revue” in 1900, 
Bülow was one of nine public figures jumping out and singing in front of the audience. 
Bülow sang about turning down a request for help from the president of the South African 
Republic, Paul Kruger, during the Boer War, but his depiction as a puppet suggested that he 
was being steered by external forces rather than steering himself in this political decision- 
making.82 Within such puppet metaphors, the popular “personal fights” theme was also 
exploited. In May 1902, Bülow once again faced Bebel and another aggressor on stage in the 
form of puppets with clubs, with Bülow receiving blows in front of an engaged theater 
public like in a traditional Punch and Judy show.83 The Bülow puppet thus functioned as 
a passive scapegoat that represented the establishment, guided by systemic forces “pulling 
his strings,” and at the mercy of other forces pulling his opponents’ strings. This puppet 
portrayal presumably resulted in part from the particular German political system, in which 
the chancellor was not elected and thus not “independent,” but served rather at the will of 
the political elite. This nontransparent system in which politics still largely took place 
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behind the scenes provided rich food for the imagination of caricaturists and their new mass 
audience. The audience simultaneously began asserting itself democratically and demand-
ing insight into the functioning of politics.

On the other hand, satirists suggested that Bülow himself was “pulling the strings” when 
they portrayed him as the puppet master rather than the puppet. Here they also played on 
both traditional and contemporary themes. Such a traditional theme was a scene of an 
ancient Roman procession of conquerors, notably the popular leader of the Colonial Office, 
Bernhard Dernburg, standing on a chariot pulled by hippopotamuses, in front of the 
elevated political leadership centered around a seated Bülow (behind him was Wilhelm II 
who was recognizable only by his eagle helmet, presumably for lingering fear of 
censorship).84 By contrast, a contemporary theme was featured in Süddeutscher Postillon 
—a Munich-based socialist satirical that constituted the more agitational and less successful 
version of the Stuttgart-based Wahre Jacob. In 1906, it depicted Bülow as controlling two 
hand puppets of a Frenchman with saber and a Briton with warship. The puppet stand 
advertised “Today, and in the next days: The invasion of the French and the British.” Bülow 
was flanked by the Navy Secretary Alfred von Tirpitz and the Minister of Finance Georg von 
Rheinbaben, who respectively played a music box and collected money from a frightened 
spectator. This cartoon appeared four days after the conclusion of the Algeciras Conference, 
which ended the First Moroccan Crisis in which Germany had challenged the French 
attempt to establish a protectorate over Morocco, and which further cemented the Anglo- 
French Entente Cordiale that was perceived as an increasing threat in German media and 
politics. The subscript that “the piece is not exactly new, but has always been a great success” 
satirized the idea that using supposed threats to national security for scaremongering was 
a time-tested method for political leaders to gain the (ideological and financial) support of 
the people.85 Yet implicitly the cartoon also reinforced the notion that Bülow was in charge 
and that the public paid attention to his performance of politics.

However, the notion that Bülow was the puppet master also projected responsibility onto 
him and opened him up to criticism. This could be seen in a 1904 Lustige Blätter caricature, 
which depicted him “behind the scenes of the Vienna Hofburg” as the “author of the drama 
‘The Trade Agreement’” between Germany and Austria. While the angry public was 
throwing eggs onto the stage, Bülow’s actor complained to Bülow that Bülow needed to 
write better pieces if he wanted the actor to be more successful.86 The image shows a form of 
democratization: a political puppet master did not have free reign, but even in the author-
itarian German system he had to adapt his “script” to what “public opinion” found 
acceptable. That said, Bülow simultaneously continued to face pressures from above, 
from the political establishment, and thus ultimately functioned as neither a pure puppet 
nor puppet master. This dynamic was captured in the cartoon “Theater Rehearsal,” which 
showed him as conducting the “ballet performance” of the Rhine and Elbe rivers policy. The 
director told Bülow that if his second performance would fall through, just like the first, he 
would lose his position.87 Here Bülow was thus the “manager” rather than master of the 
show, which granted him agency but within the constraints of a system of politics based on 
performance.

Finally, caricaturists employed the puppet metaphor to capture the dynamics between 
politicians and themselves. Here Bülow was again featured as both puppet and puppet 
master. These opposite roles even occurred in the same magazine, as visible in Lustige 
Blätter. In January 1905, it portrayed Bülow as steering puppets that represented different 
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satirical journals such as Simplicissimus, Kladderadatsch, Ulk, and Lustige Blätter itself. The 
chancellor, in the form of “Don Bernardo,” warned them against making fun of the Russian 
government, “or else you will have to deal with me!”88 However, in November of the 
same year, it had reversed the power relationship: “for the 1000th time,” a puppet master 
presumably representing Lustige Blätter bowed on stage to the audience, while holding 
a collection of string puppets in his hands that included Bülow and his black poodle dog 
Mohrchen.89 One could argue that the magazine was simply boasting about its caricatur-
izations of political figures, but given that such caricaturization was a satirical magazine’s 
raison d’être, it presumably wanted to make a grander statement about its relationship to 
politicians. In both cases, politics was shown as a show jointly performed by political and 
press actors, but the latter cartoon suggested that in this period, the roles were being 
reversed and that the press rather than the politicians was running this show.

In sum, while Allen attributes the theatricality of Wilhelmine politics largely to Bülow’s 
personal style of politics, and Rebentisch classifies him and the other imperial chancellors as 
puppets compared to their predecessor Bismarck, contemporary cartoons suggest that 
notions of puppetry point rather to a changing field of politics around 1900, in which 
performance through an expanding mass press gained new relevance. Interpretations of this 
political show led satirists to classify Bülow as either the puppet or puppet master. Finally, 
Bülow’s theatricality should be seen within the context of (informal) democratization: the 
continuous depictions of shows staged before audiences suggested that political actors had 
to legitimate themselves publicly.

The Participative Public

The audience itself was depicted as playing an active role in the performance of politics. 
Both cartoons and news articles suggested that this performance was shaped not solely 
through a top-down struggle, but also through the bottom-up participation of the public. 
The cartoons initially defined the image of Bülow, but this image was subsequently appro-
priated and recommunicated by citizens, who themselves were portrayed as gaining 
increasing power over the performance of politics.

An apparent impact of cartoon images and both their appropriation and recommunica-
tion could be seen in the German public’s literal (re)construction of Bülow as a puppet in 
early 1907. Waiting in the hall of their union house in Berlin, a group of unemployed 
sculptors conceived of the idea to make a giant snowman of Bülow, photographs of which 
circulated in the press over the next months.90 The effect that caricatures had on the public’s 
image of its political leader could be seen in how the sculptors constructed the puppet using 
the same physical exaggerations with which caricaturists usually depicted him: a round face, 
polite smile, dimples, and accompanied by his poodle. However, this construction also 
suggested that these members of the public essentially made the notion of Bülow being 
a puppet their own. Moreover, with the snowman they reinforced this puppet image 
through recommunication on three levels. First, the physical structure, especially due to 
its novelty and great size, attracted the immediate presence of a local audience. Second, the 
circulating press photos of the snowman reached a far greater public of newspaper readers, 
and the “realistic reproduction” of the photograph gave the puppet image an aura of 
authenticity it had never enjoyed in the original caricatures. Third, the snowman photos 
were also featured in the satirical magazines themselves, and thereby legitimated the 
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caricaturists’ original depictions of Bülow as a political puppet. While the sculptors pre-
sumably did not reinforce this puppet reputation on purpose, they grew increasingly aware 
of the value and power of images. Initially, a publisher who heard about the snowman sent 
two photographers to capture it, to which the sculptors responded enthusiastically and thus 
the image was placed in newspapers the next day. However, the sculptors later objected to 
this image use, as they wanted to distribute it themselves for economic gain. The publisher 
protested, but offered them fifty marks because they were unemployed. They refused this fee 
and sold their copyright to another publisher, who immediately sued the photographers. 
Yet the court declared the latter not guilty of illegally distributing the snow puppet image.91 

This case on copyright shows how different members of the public effectively “struggled” 
over the ownership of, and right to define, the image of a political figure like Bülow.92 The 
chancellor’s political “performance” thus involved the active participation of this public.

This participation went beyond solely portraying Bülow as a political puppet: satirists 
also showed the public as “performing the puppet show.” This theme found a natural home 
in satires involving the education and play of children, who were “learning” how to “play the 
game” of political performance. For example, the 1908 cartoon “Our dear little ones” 
depicted nursery children in political scenes in different countries: playing “czar” in 
Bulgaria, playing “war” with soldier puppets in Serbia, playing “parliament” in Turkey, 
playing “with the new little dolls Bosnia and Herzegovina” in Austria, and playing “inter-
view” with the German emperor in England. The last scene showed a child representing 
Bülow with the comment that “only in the German [nursery] you don’t play anything, there 
you learn to read now”—thereby criticizing Bülow for his alleged failure to read 
a controversial Kaiser interview before publication in the British press.93 While here, the 
children were thus portrayed as political actors themselves, other satires—following the 
distinction made between Bülow as puppet or puppet master—depicted them rather as the 
directors of the political performance. Within this context, Kladderadatsch joked in 1908 
that “a favorite gift for children” was the “Puppet Parliament.” It consisted of all the German 
parliamentarians, as well as Bülow and other government representatives. The journal 
explained that “with these little puppets the children can now play parliament and, for 
example, perform the entire imperial finance reform negotiations using the parliamentary 
news of the newspapers.”94 This satire suggests three points. First, it reinforced the idea that 
the public had a right to participate in steering politics. Second, it posited that this public 
could “learn” this steering in its process of democratic maturation. And third, by suggesting 
that the public base its steering on “the parliamentary news of the newspapers,” it came full 
circle and inserted an important role for the mass press—to which satirical magazines 
belonged themselves—in modern politics.

In all, satirists suggested that the mass public around 1900 essentially “participated” in 
the construction of “political puppets” that represented politicians such as Bülow. This 
public appropriated and recommunicated caricatures of Bülow, and thereby reinforced his 
status in the satirical magazines as a “political performer.” Moreover, cartoons insinuated 
that members of the public themselves starred as political puppets or puppet masters, and 
that—reinforcing the arguments of revisionist historians such as David Blackbourn, Geoff 
Eley, and Margaret Anderson95—the politics of Imperial Germany were therefore more 
“democratic” than usually perceived. Even if this participation that caricaturists portrayed 
sometimes constituted an implicit expectation rather than an empirical reality, precisely 
such normative portrayals publicly bolstered the notion that the citizenry had a right to play 
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a democratic role. Finally, the commercial success of such caricatures attests to their 
relevance. Satirical magazines were business enterprises that could only afford to continue 
depicting public participation in the performance of politics if this participation somehow 
resonated with their audiences.

Conclusion

“Whose eyes are they?” the publication Arena asked in April 1908. Portraying three sets of 
eyes, it invited the reader to guess who was “a well-known statesman,” “a famous actress,” and 
“a well-known publicist.”96 Starting with the French Revolution and in Britain around 1800, 
democratization and improving means of communication over the next century shaped 
politics into a publicized performance before a mass audience. By the start of the twentieth 
century, as the Arena image suggests, this process blurred the lines between politics, theater, 
and journalism. Satires of Bülow in particular show how caricaturists built on historical forms 
of performance such as comedy, tragedy, and the circus, but also played into new cultural 
phenomena like parliamentarism, sports, and celebrity, to reflect on how mass performance 
was now constitutive of politics. The fact that Bülow collected cartoons of himself from across 
Europe and even the US throughout his career shows that he was well aware of caricaturists’ 
portrayals of him. He may even have used them as a mirror to evaluate his performance of 
politics. Indeed, satires joked that Bülow owed them gratitude for showcasing this political 
performance, and they in turn thanked him for his attractive theatrical politics.97 While 
Bülow often starred as the master of this political theater, depictions of him as its puppet 
rather suggested that he operated within a new political field defined by other structural 
forces. One of these forces was the public, the growing power of which within a context of 
democratization in Western Europe—even in Imperial Germany—meant that citizens played 
an increasing role in appropriating and recommunicating the images of political actors and 
steering their performance of politics. Moreover, caricaturists’ jokes about Bülow owing them 
gratitude point to the structural force of the media themselves. The possibilities and con-
straints of the new mass press defined how Bülow and other political figures could perform 
their politics in front of increasingly wide and transnational audiences. Yet while some 
cartoons showed Bülow’s interaction with media explicitly,98 it was their broader use of the 
performance metaphor that suggested the true magnitude of the media’s new power around 
1900. All the different forms of stages—ancient tragedy, early modern circus, and modern 
sports arena—symbolized the great new stage on which politicians like Bülow had to perform 
their politics: the stage of satirists’ own mass media.
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